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Characters segmentation is a necessity and the most critical stage in Arabic OCR system. It has attracted
the interest of a wide range of researchers. However, the nature of the Arabic cursive script poses extra
challenges that need further investigation. Therefore, having a reliable and efficient Arabic OCR system
that is independent of font variations is highly required. In this paper, an indirect, font-in dependent
word and character segmentation algorithm for printed Arabic text investigated. The proposed algorithm
takes a binary line image as an input and produces a set of binary images consisting of one character or
ligature as an output. The segmentation performed at two levels: a word segmentation performed in the
first level, by employing a vertical projection at the input line image along with using Interquartile Range
(IQR) method to differentiate between word gaps and within word gaps. A projection profile method used
as a second level of segmentation along with a set of statistical and topological features, which are font-
independent, to identify the correct segmentation points from all potential points. The APTI dataset used
to test the proposed algorithm with a variety of font type, size, and style. The algorithm experimented on
1800 lines (approximately 24,816 words) with an average accuracy of 97.7% for words segmentation and
97.51% for characters segmentation.
� 2019 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the process of transfer-
Although the amount of information preserved and used in dig-
ital forms has gradually increased, the number of Arabic books, in
addition to the historical documents without digital redundancies
are massive. Regardless, the optical scanning preserves digital
copies of such a document into a digital image form, mining the
content of the image to information is impossible unless a subse-
quent transformation process into a digital text form accomplished
Alginahi (2013). Moreover, the need for reliable optical character
recognition system increased due to the existence of information-
based application such as information retrieval system, search
engine, editing old document system, exam correction system,
and security identification (i.e. license plate recognition system).
ring a printed or handwritten text image captured by a camera
or scanner to an editable form, that can more efficiently be
searched and stored. As a result, an increase in data usage and
saves individuals and businesses time and money (Lawgali,
2015). In general, the OCR system consists of six main stages
(Lawgali, 2015): image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation,
feature extraction, recognition, and post-processing. The OCR sys-
tems classified based on acquisition image to offline and online.
In online OCR systems, the characters and words, which taken from
a pen on a tablet or a smartphone, are recognized immediately
once written. On the other hand, the input of offline OCR systems
is usually a stored image taken by a camera, or a scanner, or any
electronic device. Offline OCR further classified into two subcate-
gories of handwritten and typed text (Islam et al., 2017). The
Pre-processing step in the OCR system is a vital stage because
the next stages will use the image more efficiently. This step aims
to produce a cleanup version from the original input image. The
step of Pre-processing includes several methods; these methods
usually independent of font variations such as contrast enhance-
ment, noise removal, binarization, skew correction, slant correc-
tion, and morphological operations like thinning. The
segmentation stage consists of analyzing and dividing the input
printed
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image into basic units, depending on the script under the study and
the segmentation methodology used. The units could be regions of
interest, lines, words, sub-words, ligatures, characters, and strokes.
The segments resulted from the partitioning stage, such as words
and characters, processed in the feature extraction step to extract
a set of statistical, structural, and topological or global transforma-
tion features. This information then passed to the classifier, which
represents the recognition stage to identify the segments. Finally, a
series of post-processing methods applied to enhance recognition
accuracy by incorporating dictionaries, language models and
spell-checks method.

The most critical stage in the developing cycle of an OCR system
is segmentation because the output of this stage directly fed into
the recognition engine (Islam et al., 2017; Lorigo and
Govindaraju, 2006). Segmentation consists of four sequencing
steps: page layout analysis, line segmentation, word segmentation
and character segmentation. The regions of interest are identified
and categorized in page layout analysis phase for the input image,
followed by labeling the text regions then fed into line segmenta-
tion phase to extract the text lines using methods like horizontal
projection. Finally, extracted lines partitioned into words or sub-
words for direct recognition or further segmented into characters
or ligatures as the last step.

According to character segmentation method, OCR systems
classified into two different approaches: segmentation-free
approach (holistic approach) and segmentation-based approach
(analytical approach) as shown in Fig. 1 (Alginahi, 2013; Naz
et al., 2016a; Zeki et al., 2011). In segmentation free approach
(Sabbour and Shafait, 2013), since Arabic characters could overlap,
slant and have different styles and fonts, the recognition performed
without segmenting the words into its low-level segments like
ligatures, characters, strokes, and diacritics. However, it uses some
features, patterns, and look-up dictionary for a certain number of
words. This approach usually used when targeting to recognize
particular words like numbers and the names of cities’. The obvi-
ous problem with this approach is the number of classes present
in the recognition stage, which results in performance degradation
as the number of vocabulary increases. In contrast, the analytical
approach segments each word into low-level segments like charac-
ters (Naz et al., 2014). More processing needed in this approach,
however, fewer classes used for the recognition stage, which
makes this approach more general and practical than the holistic
approach for real-world problems.

Segmentation-based methods divided into implicit and explicit
segmentation (Rehman et al., 2009). In implicit Segmentation or
recognition-based segmentation, the word image is not divided
into a small unit (e.g. characters), while characters recognized dur-
ing the recognition. Suchmethods fall into two subcategories. Win-
dowing methods, which based on using a sliding mobile window of
Fig. 1. Classification of character recognition methods.
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variable width to provide the temporal segmentations without
regarding the image features, and feature-based methods that
based on detecting the physical location of image features, and
then seek to segment this representation into well-classified sub-
sets. Therefore, the former employs recognition to search for
‘‘hard” segmentation boundaries, the latter for ‘‘soft” segmentation
boundaries (Casey and Lecolinet, 1996). In Contrast, in explicit seg-
mentation, words segmented into independent units, such as liga-
tures, letters, or strokes. These methods classified into direct and
indirect segmentation (Naz et al., 2016a; Zeki et al., 2011). In direct
segmentation, a word image is divided directly into letters by
employing some rules and heuristics. In contrast, indirect segmen-
tation of a word separated into units that might be characters or
part of a character called strokes (i.e dots, diacritics) (Elnagar and
Harous, 2003). Then, these strokes merged by searching for certain
features such as starting points, ending points, points of a sudden
change in the contour, cusps, open curves, closed curves, and
others. This approach has the advantage of minimizing the
under-segmentation problem, but the cost of finding the optimum
word from the merging of small units is expensive. Explicit-based
segmentation methods were computationally complex but yielded
slightly better results than less complex implicit-based segmenta-
tion methods (Rehman et al., 2009).

The character segmentation performance is highly dependent
on the nature of language. In the Arabic language, the complexity
of identifying and finding the correct segmentation point increases
by the cursive nature of the script. Indeed, the hardest, the most
crucial and the most time-consuming step of any OCR system is
the character segmentation. Moreover, the Arabic language has a
set of unique features that made the character segmentation task
more challenging, and thus the research in the field of Arabic
OCR moves slowly. The features of the Arabic script includes the
following characteristics and uniqueness as depicted in Fig. 2
(Ahmed and Al-Ohali, 2000; Zeki and Zakaria, 2004; Mahmood,
2013): (�) The availability of different font types makes the shape
and the contour of characters irregular and diverse (Fig. 2a);
(�) The existence of diacritics called ‘‘Harakat” increases
overlapping between adjacent characters (Fig. 2b); (�) Most of
the characters in Arabic have four forms according to the function
of their position in the world (at the beginning, middle, end, or sep-
arated) (Fig. 2c), (�) Arabic characters do not have a fixed size in
terms of height and width (Fig. 2d), (�) In some font types such
as Thuluth and Naskh connected characters may be combined as
a new shape called Ligature, which is not similar to the result of
concatenating the two basic shapes horizontally (Fig. 2e), (�) The
length of connection strokes vary in different fonts (Fig. 2f).
(�) Several Arabic characters can overlap with the next character
in the same or adjacent word, (Fig. 2g) and (�) In some fonts or
writing styles, the strokes of some characters like – SEEN
character- are omitted to give them a non-standard shape (Fig. 2h).

Several methods presented in the literature to address the prob-
lem of segmenting Arabic characters, however, some of these
methods are font (type, size, and style) dependent, and cannot han-
dle different fonts, which have overlapping characters or ligatures
such as ‘‘Diwani”, ‘‘Andalus”, and ‘‘Thuluth” which are widely used
in old books and documents. Besides, some of these methods
depend on predefined parameters (i.e threshold) such as the pro-
jection value to find the segmentation points (Zheng et al., 2004;
Shaikh et al., 2009; Marwa Amara and Zidi, 2016; Anwar and
Adiwijaya, 2015; Mousa et al., 2017). Moreover, the essential goal
of these methods is to find the correct segmentation points with-
out optimizing the shape of the extracted characters, which results
in missing some important shape information especially when the
characters overlapped.

This paper presents an indirect segmentation-based algorithm
for printed Arabic text. The presented algorithm takes a text-line
, font independent word and character segmentation algorithm for printed
ces, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.08.013
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Fig. 2. Arabic text properties.
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image as an input and consists of two main stages: word and char-
acter segmentation. For word segmentation, the proposed algo-
rithm employs a projection profile method along with using the
Interquartile Range (IQR) statistical method to differentiate
between word spaces and sub-word spaces (Han et al., 2012).
Meanwhile, the proposed character segmentation algorithm
employs a projection profilemethod alongwith using a set of statis-
tical and topological features which are invariant to font variations,
to identify the correct segmentation points from all potential seg-
mentation points. Hence, the main contributions of this paper are
as follows: First, we present a simple, efficient, and font-
independent word segmentation method. Second, we present an
indirect character segmentation approach that has the following
characteristics: (i) the presented method is font-independent and
can handle simple and complex font types, (ii) solves the problem
of overlapping between adjacent characters and between sub-
words, (iii) optimizes the location of the segmentation points to
maintains character shape, and (iv) reduces the number of ligatures
as much as possible. Third, in the evaluation stage, experimental
results on the APTI dataset prove that our method achieves better
performance than the state-of-the-art methods.

This paper organized as follows: Section 2 describes the state of
art-related work. Section 3 introduces the proposed method. Sec-
tions 4 describes the dataset used in the experiments then intro-
duce the results with a comprehensive comparison with other
related methods. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusion and
future work.
2. Related work

2.1. Explicit segmentation

Many methods proposed for Explicit Segmentation of Arabic
OCR character (Lawgali, 2015; Alginahi, 2013; Naz et al., 2016a;
Zeki et al., 2011; Casey and Lecolinet, 1996). These methods are
classified into: (i) projection profile; (ii) contour tracing, (iii) mor-
phological operations, and (iv) template matching methods.
Please cite this article as: A. Qaroush, B. Jaber, K. Mohammad et al., An efficient
Arabic text, Journal of King Saud University – Computer and Information Scien
2.1.1. Projection profile methods
Projectionprofilemethods (Zhenget al., 2004; Shaikhet al., 2009;

Marwa Amara and Zidi, 2016; Anwar and Adiwijaya, 2015; Mousa
et al., 2017) are commonly usedmethod for lines,words and charac-
ters segmentation. Indeed, the horizontal projection profile used for
lines segmentation,while thevertical projectionprofileusuallyused
for words and characters segmentation. Projection profile methods
are computationally simple and achieve good results for simple font
types. However, using vertical projection alone for cursive text is
directly prone to over-segmentation when the existence of charac-
ters that are composed of several parts or for under-segmentation
when the overlapping between adjacent characters exists.

Zheng et al. (2004), proposed a segmentation algorithm of
machine-printed Arabic character that employs a vertical projection
method with some rules. These rules based on the four kinds of fea-
tures, which are independent of the text size and easily computed.
Shaikh et al. (2009) suggested an algorithm for Sindhi text segmen-
tation,which is an Arabic style scripting language, usingHeight Pro-
file Vector (HPV). The algorithm starts by finding the HPV of the
primary stroke of a sub-word, then the HPV analyzed to determine
the locations of the Possible Segmentation Points (PSPs). Marwa
Amara and Zidi (2016) developed a segmentation method that is
based on histogramprojection alongwith some contextual topogra-
phies properties of Arabic writing. The potential segmentation
points found uses vertical projection. These points are then filtered
to find the correct segmentation points based on some structural
properties of the Arabic language and their positions regarding
baselines. Anwar and Adiwijaya (2015) proposed a segmentation
method of Arabic character with ‘‘Harakat”. Firstly, the image con-
verted into amorphed form, then the locationswhere the projection
profile value equal exactly two pixels are identified. Therefore, the
image split in the middle of the occurrences of such locations more
than three successive rows. The process repeated until the whole
subword/word segmented. Mousa et al. (2017) employed a profile’s
amplitude filter to find the separation between two connected char-
acters which considered as a constant amplitude in the profile. In
addition to that, he used a simple edge method to determine
whether it is a correct character’s connection or not.
, font independent word and character segmentation algorithm for printed
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2.1.2. Contour tracing methods
In contour-tracing methods (Omidyeganeh et al., 2005; Bushofa

and Spann, 1997a; Mehran et al., 2005), the pixels that form the
outer shape of the word, sub-word, or character are traced and
then extracted. Contour-based methods provide a clear description
of the shape of the characters which can solve the under segmen-
tation problem caused by characters overlapping (Alginahi, 2013).
Besides, it reduces the errors generated when extracting baselines
since there is no need to adjust the baselines many times. How-
ever, this kind of segmentation suffers from over-segmentation
and also is sensitive to the existence of noise and characters brakes,
which needs to do image enhancements.

Bushofa and Spann (1997a) proposed a segmentation algorithm
based on the contour of the main body of the words. The algorithm
starts by finding the start and the end-point of the upper contour of
the word/sub-word. Then, the upper contour segmented into parts
through the curvature of the same sign. To eliminate noise sensi-
tivity, Bushofa applies a low pass filter on the contour points.
Mehran et al. (2005) investigate the segmentation and recognition
of Persian/Arabic scripts. They employed three basic features
including vertical projection of the line image, the first derivative
of the upper contour, and the distance of the tip of the pen from
the baseline to identify the junction points of the upper contour
of the primary stroke of sub-words called PAWs. Omidyeganeh
et al. (2005) presented a new segmentation algorithm for multi-
font Farsi/Arabic texts. The algorithm based on conditional labeling
for up and down contours and the contour of sub-word measured
by using a convolution kernel with Laplacian edge detection
method. The algorithm goes through several steps including con-
tour labeling of each sub-word, contour curvature grouping to
improve the segmentation results, character segmentation, adap-
tive local baseline detection, and post-processing. Mazen
Bahashwan and Sheikh (2017) employed a contour-based detector
method to detect the corners as candidate segmentation points
(e.g. branch points, ross points, and corner points). Then, they
removed incorrect segmentation points by using a set of heuristic
rules. Sari and Sellami (2005) developed a segmentation method to
split up the isolated handwritten words into perfectly separated
characters based on topological rules which constructed at the fea-
ture extraction phase.

2.1.3. Morphological and thinning methods
Morphological operations include a set of methods to extract

image components, which used in the representation and descrip-
tion of region shape, such as boundaries, and skeletons. Most of the
Arabic characters connected to baseline, therefor, Morphological
segmentation allows us to break words into smaller units by apply-
ing morphological operation such as closing and opening (Alfonse
et al., 2010). Besides, the skeleton of the words generated by mor-
phological thinning method provides essential information about
character shape, which simplifies the text shape and thus reducing
the amount of data to handle. However, In many cases, the shape of
characters after applying thinning operation differs from the orig-
inal one, making the segmentation process more difficult. Also, it
will not get sufficient results if it is not supported or combined
with other techniques.

Timsari (1996) employed a hit-or-miss morphological method
to segment words into its characters where the word described in
terms of predefined patterns. The approach searches the database
which is holding the description of all characters, for possible
matches of characters using the hit-or-miss method. Cowell
(2001) used an iterative based thinning method to generate the
skeleton of isolated Arabic characters. Also, the authors discussed
the problems of thinning Arabic characters for poor-quality images.
Besides, he used a post-processing method to enhance the gener-
ated skeleton. Fitriyatul Qomariyah andMahmudy (2017) proposed
Please cite this article as: A. Qaroush, B. Jaber, K. Mohammad et al., An efficient
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a segmentation method using an interesting point based on a set of
rules to separate the connected Arabic character. The interest
points were used as the coordinate reference to split each character.

2.1.4. Template matching methods
Template matching (Elnagar and Al-Kharousi, 1997; Margner,

1992; Saabni, 2014) is usually used to find a small part of an image
that matches a predefined template image. In character segmenta-
tion, it usually applies a sliding window over the baseline and
searches for a match with the characters or segments that are cho-
sen manually and stored to use for comparison. As a result, when
matching noticed, then the center pixel in the sliding window is
considered as a cutting point. A major limitation of this method
is that the performance decreases as the number of predefined seg-
ments increases when using more font types and styles. Besides,
this approach takes more time to check all templates of the prede-
fined segments, especially with many font styles and sizes. More-
over, the existence of noise in the input image sufficiently
decreases the performance.

Margner (1992) proposed a segmentation method which
searches for occurrences of an angle formed by the joining of two
characters at the baseline. The method starts by finding the loca-
tion of the baseline, then scanning the baseline from right to left
using a 7 � 7 window to find the candidate segmentation points.
Therefore, the central pixel of the window is chosen to be a candi-
date point if the current window matches the pattern. Besides, the
author employed some rules to avoid having wrong segmentation
points such as avoiding segmenting inside a hole. Saabni (2014),
proposed character segmentation approach that uses a partial seg-
mentation method and Hausdorff distance. The algorithm takes a
word/subword as input and starts calculating the size and the font
type using StrokeWidth Transform (SWT) method to define a set of
multi-size sliding windows to search and identify characters
within a given shape of a word/subword. The authors employed
a novel method which uses Hausdorff distance to measure the sim-
ilarity between character and sliding window image taking into
account different sizes and locations of sliding windows.

2.2. Implicit segmentation

In implicit segmentation, there is no need for an accurate char-
acter segmentation points. It based on searching the image for
components that match classes in its alphabet. Radwan and
Khalil (2016) proposed a character segmentation approach based
on the multichannel neural network. The system recognizes the
features of segmentation window to predict the likelihood of the
current window to a segmentation area. To increase the network
input context, the authors employed another two windows as an
input to a multichannel neural network one as a previous window
with respect to the current window and the other as a next win-
dow. In Rosenberg (2012), the authors employed a local feature
extracted by SIFT algorithm for character classification. Each word
scanned with increasing window sizes; thus, segmentation points
set where the classifier achieves maximal confidence. Bushofa
and Spann (1997b) used a combination of a heuristic algorithm
and a neural network-based technique to identify incorrect seg-
mentation points by employing a set of structural features. Naz
et al. (2016b) proposed implicit segmentation of printed Urdu
text-lines written in the Nasta’liq writing style using Multi-
dimensional Long Short-Term Memory (MDLSTM) Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks with an output layer designed for sequence labeling
for recognition.

Gouda and Rashwan (2004) proposed a segmentation method
for printed Arabic character using Hidden Markov Models HMMs.
In this method, after removing the secondary stroke from the word,
each line scanned from right to left using a sliding window. Then, a
, font independent word and character segmentation algorithm for printed
ces, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.08.013
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set of features extracted from the windows then fed into the HMM
models to predict the character in the current window where M
different numbers of HMMs constructed for each character or liga-
ture. Al-Muhtaseb et al. (2008) proposed a technique for automatic
recognition of off-line printed Arabic text using HMMs. The
authors employed a variable size of overlapping and non-
overlapping hierarchical windows to extract a set of simple and
effective features from each vertical sliding strip. Radwan and
Khalil (2016) proposed a character segmentation approach based
on the multichannel neural network. The system recognizes the
features of the segmentation window to predict the likelihood of
the current window to a segmentation area. To increase the net-
work input context, the authors employed another two windows
as an input to a multichannel neural network one as a previous
window concerning the current window and the other as a next
window. In Rosenberg (2012), the authors employed a local feature
extracted by the SIFT algorithm for character classification. Each
word scanned with increasing window sizes; thus, segmentation
points set where the classifier achieves maximal confidence.
Bushofa and Spann (1997b) used a combination of a heuristic algo-
rithm and a neural network-based technique to identify incorrect
segmentation points by employing a set of structural features.
Naz et al. (2016b) proposed implicit segmentation of printed Urdu
text-lines written in the Nasta’liq writing style using Multi-
dimensional Long Short-Term Memory (MDLSTM) Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks with an output layer designed for sequence labeling
for recognition. Gouda and Rashwan (2004) proposed a segmenta-
tion method for printed Arabic character using HMMs. In this
method, after removing the second stroke from the word, each line
scanned from right to left using a sliding window. Then, a set of
features extracted from the windows fed into the HMM models
to predict the character in the current window where M different
numbers of HMMs constructed for each character or ligature. Al-
Muhtaseb et al. (2008) proposed a technique for automatic recog-
nition of off-line printed Arabic text using HMMs. The authors
employed a variable size of overlapping and non-overlapping hier-
archical windows to extract a set of simple and effective features
from each vertical sliding strip.
3. Proposed work

In this section, an indirect, character segmentation-based
approach for printed Arabic text is presented. The proposed
approach takes a binary line image as an input and produces an
output of a set of binary images consisting of one character or liga-
ture of the input line image. In our algorithm, the segmentation
performed at two levels: word segmentation and character
segmentation. Word detection performed by employing a vertical
projection of the word image along with using Interquartile Range
(IQR) while Character segmentation a baseline dependent method
and is performed by using a projection profile method along with a
set of statistical and topological features to identify the right seg-
mentation points from a set of all potential segmentation points.

3.1. Word segmentation

Word Segmentation is the process of converting lines of text
into separated words. Each word then recognized directly as in
segmentation-free approach or further segmented into characters
as in segmentation-based approach. Word segmentation is usually
used as a previous stage of the character segmentation and also
employed as a post-processing method to enhance the recognition
accuracy by incorporating language dictionaries and spell-checks
Please cite this article as: A. Qaroush, B. Jaber, K. Mohammad et al., An efficient
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method. Word segmentation in the literature review is mainly
based on the analysis of the geometric relationship of adjacent
characters and addresses two main aspects including (i) the way
the distance of adjacent characters calculated, and (ii) classifying
the previously calculated distances as either between word-gaps
or within word-gaps (Louloudis et al., 2009).

Word segmentation in Arabic depends primarily on the separa-
tion distance between words and sub-words and can be used to
separate lines of text into words by cutting vertically where the
vertical projection equals zero. However, the resulted gaps could
be either word-gaps or within word-gaps. Therefore, to classify
these gaps independently of the font type, size, and style, three
hypotheses regarding Arabic script must be taken into considera-
tion: (i) the length of word-gaps is fixed for single text line and
depends on the font type and on the text alignment, (ii) the length
of the within word-gaps is variable for one font type and for differ-
ent font types, which depend on the location of the space and the
surrounding letters, and (iii) the length of word-gaps is larger than
the length within word-gap. According to these hypotheses, most
of the Arabic word segmentation methods are based on a prede-
fined threshold value which depends on the font variations.
Fig. 3 shows the vertical projection of Arabic text line written in
three different fonts: Naskh, Traditional Arabic, and Andalus
respectively, where vertical projection zero-valued indicates a
potential candidate for word separation. It observed that regard-
less of the font type, the gap between words is enormously notice-
able, fixed in the same line, and larger than spaces between sub-
words.

The suggested word segmentation method is font invariant and
computationally simple. The method consists of three steps as
shown in Algorithm1: (i) Identifying all gaps and calculate their
length, (ii) Classifying each gap as a word gap or within word
gap, and (iii) Extracting word images from the line input image
used by character segmentation and recognition stage. In the first
step, all gap spaces inside the line are found by calculating the ver-
tical projection of the input line image. Vertical projection can be
easily computed by finding the number of pixels having binary
value one for each bin in the vertical direction formulated as:

V ½j� ¼
Xn�1

i¼0
BinaryImage½i; j� ð1Þ

Where VðiÞ is the horizontal projection of the image for column j,
and the BinaryImage½i; j� is the pixel value at ½i; j�. The zero value
inside the vertical projection indicates the locations of all spaces
that could be a potential word separation. The length of all spaces
measured as shown in Algorithm2, where consecutive pixels having
zero projection value considered as one gap.

Algorithm1 Word segmentation

1: INPUT: L as a binary line image
2: SET G as List of gaps
3: SET L as List of gaps length
4: SET Words as a list of segmented words
5: ½G; L�  GapLocationAndTheirLengthðLineImageÞ
6: ½G; L�  gapFiltrationðG; LÞ
7: SET i 1
8: while i < lengthðGÞ do
9: wordStartIndex G½i�
10: wordEndIndex G½iþ 1�
11: Words:addðL:extractðwordStartIndex;wordEndIndexÞÞ
12: end while
13: OUTPUT: Words
, font independent word and character segmentation algorithm for printed
ces, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.08.013
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Algorithm2 Finding gap space location

1: INPUT: Line
2: SET G as a list of gaps
3: SET L as a list of gaps length
4: VP  verticalProjection(Line)
5: SET flag  0
6: SET i 1
7: while i < lengthðVPÞ do
8: if ðVP½i� ¼¼ 0 && flag ¼¼ 0Þ then
9: G:addðiÞ
10: L:addðG½i� � G½i� 1�Þ
11: flag  1
12: else if ðVP½i�! ¼ 0 && flag ¼¼ 1Þ then
13: flag  0
14: end if
15: end while
16: OUTPUT {G, L}

To differentiate between word and sub-word gap spaces, some
further filtrations are required, taking into consideration the
hypothesis mentioned earlier to be font independent. The proposed
filtration method is performed at two levels as shown in Algo-
rithm3. In the first level, all gaps with a length less than Interquar-
tile Range (IQR) value of the list of gap space values are obtained
from the previous step considered as a sub-word space and then
removed from the list. Interquartile Range (IQR) is a statistical test
method, used to identify and penalize outliers. IQR is preferable in
Please cite this article as: A. Qaroush, B. Jaber, K. Mohammad et al., An efficient
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this situation because the spaces between words are identical
within a margin of 1px difference and the spaces inside the words
differ depending on the surrounding letters. This step helps to
remove very small gaps but does not fully differentiate between
the word gap and sub-word gap. In the second level, since all small
gaps were removed and the word-space is larger than sub-word
space, the mean of the filtered list of gaps will be greater than
sub-word gaps. Thus, all gaps with a length less than the mean of
the filtered list of gaps removed. Finally, each word image is
extracted from the input line image using the word gap.

Algorithm3 Gap length filtration

1: INPUT: {G, L}
2: SET iqrValue IQRðLÞ
3: SET i 1
4: while i < lengthðLÞ do
5: if ðL½i�! ¼ 0&& L½i� < iqrValue) then
6: G:removeðiÞ
7: L:removeðiÞ
8: end if
9: end while
10: SET meanValue meanðLÞ;
11: SET i 1
12: while i < lengthðLÞ do
13: L½i� < meanValue
14: G:removeðiÞ
15: end if
16: end while
17: OUTPUT {G, L}
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Table 1 shows the gap length values along with their IQR value
of the image text lines shown in Fig. 3. After applying first level fil-
tration, all gaps with a length less than IQR value (i.e. less than five
in Naskh as shown in Table 1) removed. The next step to finding
the mean value of the length of the remaining gaps and then, the
gap length which is less than mean value (less than five in Naskh,
less than five in Traditional, and less than eight in Andalus as
shown in Table 1) removed. Thus, values larger than the mean con-
sidered as a gap word separation. Fig. 4 shows the output after
applying the Word segmentation algorithm on the text line images
of Fig. 3.

3.2. Character segmentation

The proposed algorithm provides an indirect segmentation-
based method to handle most of the challenges caused by the cur-
sive nature of Arabic script, including the existence of different
shapes of the same character in addition to character overlapping
problem. The algorithm which is baseline dependent method
employs a projection profile method to find all potential segmen-
tation points. Besides, it uses a set of rules to find the correct seg-
mentation points with the optimal separation of connected
adjacent characters. The algorithm generalizes to ensure working
for several font variations. The proposed character segmentation
algorithm consists of four sequencing stages as shown in Fig. 5.
The algorithm takes an input of a binary word image along with
its binary line image and produces a set of binary images of one
character or ligature. The character segmentation algorithm is per-
formed from word level and uses line-level because the algorithm
calculates several measures to improve segmentation results such
as baseline index, which computed more accurate from the line
level.

3.2.1. Baseline detection
The baseline considered as one of the distinctive features of

Arabic script. It defined as the line with the most pixel density
Table 1
Gaps length values for the image text lines of Fig. 3.

Font Type Gaps Length

Naskh 7 6 6 1 6 1 6 1 5 5
Traditional Arabic 3 6 5 5 1 5 1 1 5 5
Andalus 5 13 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Remaining Gaps After Level One Filtration using IQR
Naskh 7 6 6 6 6 5 5
Traditional Arabic 6 5 5 5 5 5
Andalus 5 13 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Remaining Gaps After Level Two Filtration (Word Gap Length)
Naskh 7 6 6 6 6 5 5
Traditional Arabic 6 5 5 5 5 5
Andalus 13 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
hline

Fig. 4. Output after word s
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along with the whole line where most letters on a horizontal seg-
ment with a constant width. Usually, Arabic characters connected
through baseline. Therefore, identifying the location of the baseline
is important for determining potential segmentation points, skew
normalization and feature extraction (AL-Shatnawi and Omar,
2008). The suggested baseline detection method begins with
applying the morphological thinning operation on the input line
image based on the method proposed in Deng et al. (2000) to iden-
tify the baseline more accurately, and also to create sharp peaks for
IQR Value

1 5 6 2 1 6 1 5 4 � � 5
1 6 1 5 1 5 1 6 1 1 6 4
9 2 � � � � � � � � � 0

Mean
5 6 6 5 4 � � 5
6 5 5 6 6 5

9 2 � � � � � � � � � 8

5 6 6 5 � � �
6 5 5 6 6 �

9 � � � � � � � � � �

egmentation of Fig. 3.
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the horizontal projection inside the line itself. Then, a Horizontal
Projection (HP) method applied to the thinned line image followed
by a smoothing operation to reduce the number of peaks. The hor-
izontal projection method reduces the 2D of data to 1D based on
the pixels of the text image. The horizontal projection profile
defined as:

H½i� ¼
Xn�1

i¼0
BinaryImage½i; j� ð2Þ

where HðiÞ the horizontal projection of the image for row is i, and
the BinaryImage½i; j� is the pixel value at ½i; j�. Finally, the maximum
peak after applying these sequential operations found which repre-
sents the index of the baseline. Algorithm4 shows the procedure of
detecting baseline for Arabic text line, where the algorithm takes a
binary line image as an input and returns the index of the baseline
as an output. Fig. 6 shows the location of the detected baseline (red
lines) of the text lines image in Fig. 3.

Algorithm4 Baseline detection

1: Input: Line
2: SET HP as an empty List
3: SET PV as an empty List
4: thinedLine imageThinningðLineÞ;
5: HP  horizontalProjectionðthinedLineÞ;
6: HP  smoothingðHPÞ;
7: PV  findPeakValuesðHPÞ;
8: SET BaseLineIndex 0
9: SET MAX  0
10: SET i 1
11: while i < lengthðPVÞ do
12: if PV ½i� > MAX then
13: MAX  PV ½i�
14: BaseLineIndex indexðiÞ
15: end if
16: end while
17: OUTPUT: BaseLineIndex
3.2.2. Potential segmentation points identification
The most challenging task in the segmentation of cursive script

language such as Arabic script is to find and identify the right seg-
mentation points. These points will be used to determine the loca-
tion of separation or the borderline between consecutive
connected characters. The proposed approach to identify these
points is an indirect-segmentation method consisting of two main
steps where the task of the first step is to find all potential segmen-
tation points, while the purpose of the second step is to reduce the
over-segmentation problem.

The shape of the Arabic characters varies and depends on the
location of the character and font type. However, in Arabic script,
most of the Arabic characters connected through baseline, where
a vertical transition above the baseline is usually an indication of
a new character. This hypothesis is font independent. Therefore,
we define the separation region between two consecutive con-
nected characters as the baseline area between two consecutive
Fig. 6. Baseline index in red and maximum tr
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vertical transitions and the segmentation point usually located
around the middle of this region.

To find all potential separation regions, first, we need to locate
the maximum number of vertical transitions above the baseline.
This done by searching for the horizontal line with the maximum
number of pixel value change (transition from 1 to 0 or from 0 to
1). The search starts from the baseline index to the height of the
binary line image and from right to left for each horizontal line.
Thus, for each horizontal line, we count the number of transitions
which defined as changing the pixel value from black to white or
vise versus. Identifying the maximum number of transitions above
baseline can ensure findings of all potential separation regions, in
addition to minimizing the number of ligatures as much as possi-
ble. However, an over-segmentation might occur because some
of the characters like ‘‘SEEN SHEEN SAD DAD” have two or three
transitions above baseline. In Fig. 6 the green lines represent the
index of the maximum transition line, while the red lines represent
the baseline index. Algorithm5 summarizes the procedure of
detecting the horizontal line index with the maximum number of
transitions. The algorithm takes a binary line image and the base-
line index as an input and returns the index of the line with the
maximum number of transitions.

Algorithm5 Finding maximum transitions

1: INPUT: Line, BaselineIndex
2: SET MaxTransitions 0
3: SET MaxTransitionsIndex BaselineIndex
4: SET i BaselineIndex
5: while ði < heightðLineÞÞ do
6: SET CurrentTransitions 0
7: SET FLAG 0
8: SET j 1
9: while j <¼WidthðLineÞ do
10: if ðLineði; jÞ ¼¼ 1&& FLAG ¼¼ 0Þ then
11: CurrentTransitionsþþ
12: FLAG 1
13: end if ðLineði; jÞ! ¼ 1 && FLAG ¼¼ 1Þ then
14: FLAG 0
15: end if
16: end while
17: if CurrentTransitions >¼ MaxTransitions then
18: MaxTransitions CurrentTransitions
19: MaxTransitionsIndex i
20: end if
21: end while
22: OUTPUT MaxTransitionsIndex

After finding the maximum transition index, we need to identify
each separation region by three indices: start index which repre-
sents the beginning of separation region, end index which repre-
sents the ending of separation region, and cut index which
represents the borderline between consecutive characters such that
the character segment which can be defined by the area between
two consecutive cut indexes as shown in Fig. 7c. Therefore, tracing
through the maximum transition horizontal line index and detect-
ansition index in green for lines in Fig. 3.
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ing changes provides the starting and ending indices of each sepa-
ration region. Indeed, changing the pixel value from white to black
represents the start index of the separation region, while changing
the pixel value from black to white represents the end of the sepa-
ration region as shown in Fig. 7a. Based on the shape of the Arabic
characters, the cut index is in the area between the start and end of
the separation region. The cut index needs to be optimized to pre-
serve the shape of the character, especially when the overlapping
exists and also when aiming at decreasing false positive of the iden-
tified regions. Indeed, for neither connected nor overlapped charac-
ters, the best separation location should be the point where the
vertical projection equals zero and is selected around the middle
of the separation region as shown in Fig. 7d.

For connected characters, the best separation location should be
the point where no vertical intersect is found with the structure of
the character itself or the next character, but with the baseline only.
Thus, the cut index is at the middle of the separation region if the
vertical projection at the middle equals the baseline thickness
which computed as the mode value (the Most Frequent Value
MFV) of the vertical projection of the input binary line image as
shown in Fig. 7b. If the vertical projection at the middle is greater
thanMFV value, then an overlapping is found either with the previ-
ous or next character or with the dots. In this case, we search for a
point from the middle of the separation region towards the end of
the separation region and the cut indexwill be the first point having
a vertical projection equal MFV value as shown in Fig. 7e. For some
cases and especially in small font size there is no point between
middle and end indexes of the separation region having a vertical
projection equal MFV value. To overcome this problem we apply
morphological opening operation with (2*2) structure element to
the line image before computing vertical projection to remove the
overlapping between dots and the next character as shown in
Fig. 7e. If there is no point having a vertical projection equal MFV
betweenmid and start index, we search for a point from the middle
of the separation region towards the start of the separation region
and the cut index will be the first point having a vertical projection
equal MFV value as shown in Fig. 7f. Finally, if there is no point hav-
ing a vertical projection equal MFV value, the cut index will be at
themiddle of the separation regionwhich can be treated as an inva-
lid separation region like the point inside as shown in Fig. 7f. Algo-
rithm6 summarizes the procedure to identify all separation regions
Please cite this article as: A. Qaroush, B. Jaber, K. Mohammad et al., An efficient
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within the input line. The algorithm takes a binary line image, word
image, and Max transition index as an input, and returns the list of
all identified separation regions. Fig. 7I show the location of the
indexes of the identified separation regions.

Algorithm6 Cut point identification

1: INPUT: Line, Word, MTI
2: SET i 1
3: SET FLAG 0
4: LineImage openðLineÞ
5: VP  verticalProjectionðLineÞ
6: SET MFV  modeðVPÞ
7: while i <¼WidthðWordÞ do
8: if ðWordðMTI; iÞ ¼¼ 1 && FLAG ¼¼ 0Þ then
9: SET SR newSeparationRegionsðÞ
10: SR:EndIndex i
11: FLAG 1
12: else if ðWordðMTI; iÞ! ¼ 1 && FLAG ¼¼ 1Þ then
13: SR:StartIndex i
14: MidIndex ðEndIndexþ StartIndexÞ=2
15: if there exists VP½k� ¼¼ zero between start and
16: end indexthen
17: SR:CutIndex the nearest k to mid index
18: end if VP½MidIndex� ¼¼ MFV then
19: SR:CutIndex mid index
20: end if there exists VP½k� <¼ MFV
21: and end index then
22: SR:CutIndex the nearest k to mid index
23: end if there exists VP½k� <¼ MFV
24: between start and mid index then
25: SR:CutIndex the nearest k to mid index
26: else
27: SR:CutIndex MidIndex
28: end if
29: SeparationRegions:addðSRÞ
30: FLAG 0
31: end if
32: en while
33: OUTPUT: SeparationRegions
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3.2.3. Separation regions filtration
Employing the maximum number of transitions above the base-

line to identify borderlines between consecutive characters can
ensure findings of all potential segmentation points. However, it
may cause an over-segmentation in some characters because some
characters have two or three transitions above baseline, which
need further processing to decide whether the region is a valid sep-
aration region or not. The proposed method in handling false pos-
itive is caused by over-segmentation which relies on a set of
statistical and topological features that are independent of font
variations.

The proposed algorithm starts with checking the vertical pro-
jection at the cut index of the separation region. Therefore, if it
equals zero, then the separation region is valid as in Fig. 8a.
Besides, the separation region is valid if there is no connected path
between the start and the end index of a current region as in
Fig. 8b. Usually, the separation between connected characters in
Arabic script occurs in the baseline in most of the cases.
However, since some transitions caused by a change in the same
character, the separation region is invalid in the following
special cases: (i) if the segment/character which defined
between the cut index of the previous region and the cut
index of the next region as in Fig. 8c has a Hole like
( ) characters. In this
case, the cut index located inside the character, (ii) if there is no
baseline between the start and end index and the sum of horizon-
tal projection below baseline is greater than the sum of horizontal
projection above baseline like ) charac-
ters as in Fig. 8d, and (iii) if it is the last region or if the vertical pro-
jection at the cut index of the next region equals zero and the
height of the top-left pixel of the region is less than half the
Fig. 8. Some examples on sep
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distance between baseline and the top pixel of the line like
( ) as in Fig. 8g and h. For the second
case, if the sum of horizontal projection above baseline is greater
than the sum of horizontal projection below the baseline and the
vertical projection at the cut index is equal to MFV, then the
region is valid as in Fig. 8e, otherwise the region is not valid as
in Fig. 8f.

After passing the above rules, if the segment/character is not a
stroke, then the region is valid as in Fig. 8i. Otherwise, it could
be one of the following characters ( ) or
part of one of the following characters ( ).
Indeed, the segment is a stroke if it meets the following features:
(i) single connected component, (ii) the sum of horizontal projec-
tion above baseline is greater than the sum of horizontal projection
below baseline, (iii) the height of the segment is less than twice the
second peak value of the horizontal projection, (iv) the mode value
of the horizontal projection is equal to MFV value, and (v) the seg-
ment has no Holes. Fig. 8j shows an example of a segment that
meets these requirements. Therefore, if the current segment is a
stroke and has a dot/s below or above baseline, then the region
is valid and the segment represents one of the following characters
( ) as in Fig. 8k and l. On the other hand, if
the current segment, next segment, and/or after next segment is
strokes without dots, then the current region, next region, and
the after next region are valid which represent the ( ) character
as in Fig. 8m. Otherwise, if the current segment, after next seg-
ment, strokes without dots while the second segment is a stroke
with dots, then the current region, next region, and the after next
region are valid which represent the ( ) character as in Fig. 8n.
Finally, if the next segment is not a stroke or stroke with dot/s, then
the current region is invalid which represent one of the following
aration region filtration.
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two characters ( ) as in Fig. 8o and p. To detect the dot/s
and their location, we divide the stroke segment into two sub-
segments where the first one is located above baseline index and
the other below the baseline index as shown in Fig. 8j. Thus, if
the two sub-segments contain more than two connected compo-
nents, then the stroke has a dot/s and is located in the segments
that have two or more connected component. Otherwise, the
stroke didn’t have a dot/s.

Algorithm7 summarizes the proposed method of separation
region filtration. It takes as an input the line image, word
image, SRL, baseline index, max transitions index and MFV
value. The algorithm was written to eliminate false positive as
much as possible besides optimizing computational time. There-
fore, the false-positive was divided into four main cases and
they ordered based on (i) their frequency in Arabic script, and
(ii) the discrimination power of the employed features/rules
and (iii) their computation time. In the algorithm, SRL repre-
sents separation region list, SR: current separation region, HP:
horizontal projection of SR, VP: vertical projection of SR, SHPA:
sum of HP above baseline index, SHPB: sum of HP below base-
line index, SEGP: the segment between previous cut index and
next cut index, SEG: the segment between current cut index
and next cut index, SEGN: the segment between next cut index
and after next cut index, SEGNN: the segment between after
next cut index and after next cut index, Seg Index: the index
of left top pixel of SR, and Line Index: the index of left top pixel
of Line Image.

3.3. Character extraction

The final stage after separation region filtration is the actual
separation of the characters. Depending on the location of the
optimized cut index, there are two types of separation, vertical
cut method, and connected component method. Vertical cut
method is simple because no further processing is required
and used in the following cases: (i) when there is no overlapping
and the vertical projection at cut index is equal zero as in
Fig. 9a, (ii) when there is no overlapping and the vertical projec-
tion at cut index is equal MFV value as in Fig. 9b, and (iii) when
there is an intra-overlapping where the vertical projection at cut
index is non-zero and there is a connected path between start
and end index as in Fig. 9c. This case happens in some font type
and only with some cases like ( ) character at the middle of
the word and ( ) characters at the end of
the word, or in the second type of separation, the connected
components of the segment after previous cut index is taken
to ensure the extraction of the full shape of the character which
improves the performance of the recognition phase. It used
when an inter-overlapping where the vertical projection at cut
index is non-zero and there is no connected path between start
and end index as in Fig. 9d.
Fig. 9. Some examples on ch
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Algorithm7 Separation region filtration

1: INPUT: Line, Word, SRL, BaselineIndex,
MaxTransitionsIndex, MFV

2: SET i 0
3: while i is less than length of SRL do
4: SR SRLðiÞ
5: if VP½SR:CutIndex� equal zero then
6: ValidSeparationRegions:addðSRÞ; i iþ 1
7: else if no path between start and end index then
8: ValidSeparationRegions:addðSRÞ; i iþ 1
9: else if SEGP has a Hole then
10: i iþ 1
11: else if no baseline between start and end index then
12: if SHPB > SHPA then
13: i iþ 1
14: else if VP½SR:CutIndex� less than MFV then
15: ValidSeparationRegions:addðSRÞ; i iþ 1
16: else
17: i iþ 1
18: end if
19: else if SR is the last region or cut

index of next regionis equal zero and
20: height of the segment is less than half line heightthen
21: i iþ 1
22: else if SEG is not a Stroke then
23: if

no baseline between start and end index of next region and
24: cut index of next region is less than or equal MFV

then
25: i iþ 1
26: else
27: ValidSeparationRegions:addðSRÞ; i iþ 1
28: end if
29: else if SEG is stroke with dots below or above then
30: ValidSeparationRegions:addðSRÞ; i iþ 1
31: else if SEG is stroke without Dots then
32: if SEGN stroke without Dots then
33: ValidSeparationRegions:addðSRÞ; i iþ 3
34: end if
35: if

SEGN stroke with Dots and SEGNN stroke without Dots then
36: ValidSeparationRegions:addðSRÞ; i iþ 3
37: end if
38: if SEGN is Not Strok or Strok with Dots then
39: i iþ 1
40: end if
41: end if
42: end while
43: OUTPUT: ValidSeparationRegions
aracter extraction cases.
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4. Experiments and results

In this section, the effectiveness of our proposed method evalu-
ated by using a well-known published dataset and performance
measurement. In addition, the obtained results are discussed,
besides comparing them with other related methods.

4.1. Dataset description

Several datasets are available for Arabic character recognition
(Lawgali, 2015). The proposed algorithm was tested with Arabic
Printed Text Image Database (APTI) (Slimane et al., 2009). APTI
dataset is a standard large-scale benchmark used in Arabic Recog-
nition Competition: Multi-font Multi-size Digitally Represented
Text held in the context of the 11th International Conference on
Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR2011). It has a variabil-
ity in the generation procedure of text images including different
font types (Andalus, Arabic Transparent, Advertising Bold, Diwani
Letter, DecoType Thuluth, Simplified Arabic, Tahoma, Traditional
Arabic, DecoType Naskh, and M Unicode Sara) as shown in
Fig. 10 (Slimane et al., 2009), sizes (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,
and 24 points), and styles (plain, italic, bold and combination of
italic and bold). The images in the dataset are 72 dpi resolution
images. Besides, it includes very large open-vocabulary, various
forms of ligatures, overlapping characters, low-resolution images,
and variability of the height of each word image. Moreover, APTI
covers all styles that are widely used in computer typing, newspa-
pers, magazines, and books.
Fig. 10. Fonts used in APTI Database: (A) Andalus, (B) Arabic Transparent, (C)
Advertising Bold, (D) Diwani Letter, (E) DecoType Thuluth, (F) Simplified Arabic, (G)
Tahoma, (H) Traditional Aatbic, (I) DecoType Naskh, (J) M Unicode Sara.

Table 2
Word segmentation results.

Font Type #Input Words #Words Correctly Segmented

Tahoma 2319 2305
Advertising Bold 1773 1750
Andalus 2833 2811
Thulth 2648 2495
Diwani 3548 3299
M Unicode Sara 3090 3074
Naskh 2921 2808
Simplified Arabic 2884 2850
Traditional Arabic 2800 2764
Arabic Transparent 2860 2837

Average Accuracy
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4.2. Experiment setup and results

This section presents the results of conducted experiments
using API dataset. We used MATLAB to implement and then exper-
iment our proposed method because MATLAB platform provides
well-implemented toolbox in image processing. The performance
measured in terms of word/character segmentation accuracy
which is computed by the ratio of the number of word/character
that correctly segmented to the total number of input word/
character.
4.2.1. Word segmentation results
The results of the words segmentation stage in terms of word

segmentation accuracy reported in Table 2. The proposed word
segmentation method experimented with 1800 lines (around
24,816 words) with ten font types, three styles, and 10 font sizes
with an average accuracy of 97.7%. In general, the results show that
the algorithm has almost the same performance when varying font
type, style, and size except for Thulth, Diwani, and Naskh fonts.
Indeed, these fonts have lower accuracy than other fonts due to
the overlapping between consequent words which leads to under
segmentation in most cases as shown in Fig. 11a. For other font
types, under segmentation usually caused by the existence of noise
in the input images as in Fig. 11c and form the absence of space
after punctuation marks between words, which results in miss
classifying the space or reduce the value of spaces between words
as shown in Fig. 11b. On the other side, the over-segmentation in
all fonts as reported in Table 2 are negligible and mostly caused
by the existence of noise in the input images.
4.2.2. Character segmentation results
The results of the character segmentation stage in terms of

character segmentation accuracy are reported in Table 3. The pro-
posed method experimented with 24,00 words (around 100,000
characters) with ten font types, three styles, and ten font sizes.
The accuracy of character segmentation reported in two ways:
first, the accuracy defined as the ratio of the total number of cor-
rectly segmented characters (without including ligatures) to the
total number of input characters. In general, the results show that
the algorithm achieves similar accuracy with an average of 91.77%
when varying font type, style, and size except for Thulth, Diwani,
and Naskh especially for the under segmentation problem. Because
the structure of these fonts produces lots of ligatures that consist of
two or three characters due to the intra-overlapping problem as
shown in Fig. 12a (Naz et al., 2013). The second way, accuracy
defined as the ratio of the total number of correctly segmented
characters and well-known ligatures to the total number of input
characters. Indeed, most Arabic OCR systems treated ligatures as
new classes since segmenting them are very hard because the
#Over Segmentation #Under Segmentation Accuracy

1 13 99.4%
2 21 98.7%
4 18 99.2%
6 147 94.2%
3 246 92.9%
3 13 99.5%
5 108 96.1%
5 29 98.8%
4 32 98.7%
3 20 99.1%

97.7%
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Fig. 11. Some examples on word under segmentation.

Table 3
Character segmentation results.

Font Type #Input
Characters

#Correctly Segmented
Characters

#Over
Segmentation

#Under
Segmentation

Accuracy Exculding
Ligatures

Accuracy Including
Ligatures

Tahoma 12,262 11,892 278 92 96.98% 97.00%
Advertising Bold 7,896 7,307 176 413 92.54% 94.70%
Andalus 14,032 13,193 406 433 94.02% 96.31%
Thulth 11,582 9682 311 1,589 83.59% 92.40%
Diwani 18,329 16,951 518 860 92.48% 95.13%
M Unicode Sara 14,589 13,500 306 783 92.54% 95.07%
Naskh 12,585 11,345 342 898 90.02% 94.52%
Simplified Arabic 13,572 12,383 379 810 91.24% 96.10%
Traditional Arabic 12,751 11,860 320 571 93.00% 95.50%
Arabic Transparent 13,120 12,630 215 275 91.24% 96.26%

Average Accuracy 91.77% 95.30%

Fig. 12. Some examples on character segmentation results, (a) some examples on
ligatures, (b) some examples on segmentation errors, (c) some examples on
character segmentation stage.

Table 4
Comparing with other related works.

Reference Segmentation Method Data-set

Zheng et al. (2004) Vertical histogram and
some structural
characteristics rules

500 samples of Arabic text

Mousa et al. (2017) Projection-based using
profile’s amplitude filter

50,931 words, 224,781
characters

Anwar and Adiwijaya
(2015)

Vertical Projection 127 sentences composed of
1061 letters

Marwa Amara and Zidi
(2016)

Histogram projection and
contextual topographies

APTI: 500 samples of Arabic
words

Radwan and Khalil
(2016)

Multichannel Neural
Networks

APTI

Proposed Method Projection profile method
with statistical and
topological features

APTI: around 100,000
characters
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characters overlapped vertically and do not touch each other
which lead to un-clear segmentation point. In this case, the pro-
posed character segmentation method achieves an average accu-
racy of 95.3%. Besides, the proposed method reduces the total
number of ligatures compared to the list of ligatures defined in
w3c (2001).

In contrast, most of the segmentation errors cases which are
common with all fonts happened in ( ) characters especially
when small font size like 6, 7, 8, and 9 which rarely used in Arabic
typing. In small font size, segmentation points may not be visible
and thus cannot be detected because the transition above baseline
is very small. Besides, things get worse in terms of under and over-
segmentation with the existence of lower resolution images, noise
and binarization problems as shown in Fig. 12b. This makes some
isolated characters, which can be detected in a larger size, may not
be detected in a smaller size. Therefore, excluding these very small
sizes, the algorithm achieves an average accuracy of 97.51%.
Fig. 12c shows some output of the character segmentation stage.
Font Types Font Sizes Font Styles Accuracy

Simplified Arabic and
Arabic Transparent

12, 14, 16, 18, 20
and 22

Plain 94.8

Not reported Not reported Not reprted 98%

Traditional Arabic 70pt Not
reported

97.55%

Advertising Bold 10pt Plain, Bold,
Italic

85.6%

Arial, Tahoma, Thuluth,
and Damas

18 Plain 95.5%

Andalus, Transparent,
Advertising Bold, Diwani,
Thuluth, Simplified,
Tahoma, Traditional,
Naskh, and M Unicode
Sara

10, 12, 14, 16, 18,
and 24

Pain, Italic,
Bold

97.51%

, font independent word and character segmentation algorithm for printed
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4.2.3. Comparison with related work
Table 4 shows our method compared with previous related

works in terms of the segmentation method, used Dataset, font
types, styles, sizes, and accuracy. Indeed, it is fairer to compare
with other related works using the same dataset (same font types,
sizes and styles). However, most of the authors tested their work
on their own collected data and didn’t make it public. In addition,
the implementation code of the proposed methods in the related
work is not available and sometimes it is difficult to write the code
since it may depend on parameters, hypothesis, tools and APIs that
are not mentioned clearly in published paper. Therefore, we tested
our method using APTI benchmark dataset in order to make some
fair comparisons with other related works. As shown from the
Table 4 and other methods summarized in section two this method
has one or more of the following weakness: (i) some of these meth-
ods are font type, style, and size-dependent, (ii) parameterized
method, (iii) handle simple font types and styles, and (iv) tested
on a small and unpublished standard dataset. On the other side,
the proposed method has the following effectiveness: (i) Font type,
style, and size-independent, (ii) Non-parametric method, (iii) han-
dles simple and complex font types and styles, (iv) solves the prob-
lem of inter overlapping between sub-words, (v) optimizes the
location of the cut point to save character shape, (vi) reduces the
number of ligatures, and (vii) tested on large and publish dataset.
Besides, we proposed a simple, efficient, font invariant and
parameter-free word segmentation approach that can employed
at the recognition stage as a post-processing method to enhance
the recognition performance.
5. Conclusion

Character segmentation of cursive text such as Arabic text is
error-prone and treats as the most critical stage for any OCR Sys-
tem. It is the stage where most of the errors occur that affect
directly the result of feature extraction and recognition stages. In
this paper, an efficient word and character segmentation algorithm
for printed Arabic text is proposed. The algorithm is based on using
vertical projection along with Interquartile Range (IQR) method for
word segmentation and based on using vertical projection method
along with a set of statistical and topological shape features for
character segmentation. The proposed algorithm developed such
that the segmentation is done in such a way to minimize under
and over-segmentation problems and to maximize the recognition
rate by saving the character’s shape. The algorithmwas able to seg-
ment characters of complex Arabic fonts where the overlapping
between characters exists. The algorithm experimented on the
APTI dataset which has variability in the generation procedure of
text images including different font types, font size, and styles.
The experimental results showed the reliability of our algorithm
in segmenting words and characters correctly with an average
accuracy of 97.7% and 97.51% respectively. Compared with the
previously-proposed approach, our algorithm has the following
points of strength: (i) promising results with variability of font
types, sizes, and styles, (ii) non-parametric method, (iii) facilitating
the recognition stage by saving the shape of the extracted charac-
ters as much as possible, (iv) reducing number of ligatures, and (v)
proposing an efficient word segmentation which can be used to
enhance the accuracy of the recognition stage through incorporat-
ing language dictionaries and spell-checks method.
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